The purpose of this study is to understand how the silhouette changed throughout 1970s and assess how US women express their identities through their dress, which may explain societies' attitudes through the way women dresses. US Vogue fashion magazines were used to explore all the information on fashion and style trends, social trends, beauty, and travel. A content analysis was performed on the issues of the March and September for the years 1970 to 1979. The findings for this study about the 1970s were all about perpetual change, constantly moving forward with innovation. The color ranged from bright, cheery and bold to deep and passionate to subtle neutrals. There were a few constant colors through the decade like white, black and navy. Occasionally the trend would completely change from one season to the next within the same year. They would be full and oversized and then be slim and body conscious. The one trend that stayed true for the entire decade was wrapping. Skirts, pants, dresses, tops, shoes and jewelry; everything wrapped in one-way or another. Clothes steadily became more revealing as the years progressed. Fabrics over all were soft and knitted. Casual and comfortable was the phase heard most often. In the 1970s there was constant change in prints. They were bold and large or subtle and small, ethnic or floral. Hair was mostly smooth and sleek however towards the style moved to a fuller look.
. Introduction Ⅰ
Fashion is a style that is popular in certain period or a set of trends that have been accepted by a wide population in the market visuals and texts that translate their views on various fashion related issues (Choi, Medvedev, Lee, & Hunt-Hurst, 2009) . Beyond the primary level of brand advertisement and industry information fashion magazines are cultural objects that reflect the zeitgeist the spirit of -the times -both visually and textually. As cultural media objects and gatekeepers of innovation they introduce, describe dominant cultural patterns, and filtered innovation once innovators introduced new forms so that early adopters would accept changes followed by the mass (Lipovetsky, 2007; McCracken, 2011) . The fashion magazines such as Vogue and Bazaar issued once a month, which are brittle and short-lived media outlets, but hold a mirror up to its time and have become the archives of memory (Patcevitch, 1963) . There are some books that analyzed fashion changes based on fashion advertisement (Hill, 2007; Mulvagh, 1998) , that focused on editorials in England (Howell, 1991) and Vogue covers (Derrick, 2007) . Also many studies investigated on how fashion advertising in magazines reflected and changed society (Al-Olayan & Karande, 2000; Frith, Shaw & Cheng, 2005; Lindner, 2004; Tiggemann & McGill, 2004) and fashion advertising in magazines reflected on race and gender (Millard & Grant, 2006; Thompson, 2000) . (Watson, 1999) . Vogue has been of importance to the fashion world as a media outlet and a gatekeeper as well as an indispensable source for museum curators responsible for collections of twentieth century dress (Mendes, 1988 (Choi et al., 2009; Kopnina, 2007) In the matters of beauty they used sun lamps, In beauty women had more choices for colors in nail polish and places to go for skin care. Clothes steadily became to make the bodies barer and more revealing as the years progressed. The world was beginning to realize that sex sells. Fabrics overall were soft and knitted. Casual and comfortable was the phrase heard most often. In the 1970s there was a constant change in prints. They were bold and large or subtle and small, ethnic or floral.
Women were working harder in the workplace and therefore were making more money. Hair was mostly smooth and sleek however towards the end, the style moved to a fuller look. They had more money to spend on traveling, fashion, and art. They learned how to manage money and stay successful. I have concluded that if Vogue was the only way a woman received information then she was probably well dressed but knew nothing of the issues in the world.
That may have made her well liked, but definitely not well informed.
However, there are some limitations to investigate fashion in 1970 via analyzing Vogue magazine. Brannon (2010) addresses that fashion is a style that is popular during a certain period or a set of trends that have been accepted by a wide population in the market.
Although it may not be true that the featured styles were actually accepted by the market, even leading fashion magazines can be viewed as the voice of the fashion industry (Choi et al., 2009) , as cultural media objects and gatekeepers of innovation they introduce, describe dominant cultural patterns, and filtered innovation once innovators introduced new forms (Lipovetsky, 2007; McCracken, 2011) , and hold a mirror up to its time and have become the archives of memory (Patcevitch, 1963) . It is true that fashion magazines most often featured innovations from couture and top designers, which was the realm of upper and affluent tier of society (Hill, 2007) . 
